Exquisite carpets as lovely as any Persian rugs, but designed for today's worldsimple, elegant, designed with an artist's eye and made by the artist herself using
her own CAD/CAM loom-are a rare if not unique phenomenon in Australia.
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It is part of an interesting progression
in the textiles field for Perth artist
Rinske Car-Driesens . Rinske has been
working with Australian wool since
soon after arriving in Perth in the
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the mid-eighties,
changing interior fashions, she moved to designing svelte rugs which were
tufted overseas. Chance drew her into Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
the nineties, a_fter considerable research, she is also engaged in Computer
Manufacture (CAM).
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Car-Driesens, who produces an enticing range of quality rugs and carpets for wall
and floor, is proud that the top-of-the-range work is completely Australian: Western
Australian design, materials, technology and manufacture. Some rugs are subtle;
some are strong, reflecting, she hopes, our way of life. All showcase her excellent
sense of colour and design . Some are positively alluring, inducing a need for
tactile engagement. This is intentional she claims: 'Carpets should be seductiveyou should want to sit on them.'
Dutch-born Rinske Driesens arrived in Western Australia in 1970. Trained in
Holland and London in all aspects of textiles, she had been working as a textile
conservator in Amsterdam when she met WA Museum metals conservator and
silversmith Eric Car and returned with him to Perth to marry and become
Australia's first textiles conservator.
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While her ht.1sbandworked at his silver, Rinske
developed a simple form of weaving based on
fishing-net strung on a large wooden frame .
Using locally available wool tops, which she
dyed, and unsophisticated tools, she developed
the large abstract weavings for which she
became well known. These were exhibited, often
in duo exhibitions with her husband, and
resulted in numerous commissions including one
in 1972 from Dale Keller and Associates, Hong
Kong, to make four large tapestries for the new
Sheraton Perth Hotel. The brief was to instil an
Australian quality in the finished result.
Rinske made a spectacular three-dimensional offloom tapestry for the foyer. A multi-layered piece
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in reds, browns and oranges, it was designed to reflect
Australia's hot, dry landscape . The central panel, evoking flames
of a camp-fire , stood out from the others, suggestive of the
enveloping purple shadows . Contrasting textures and colours
made a dramatic statement conveying the essence of the vast red
interior . The piece graced the entrance lobby until a recent
refurbishmen t. Other commissions in the busy period in the
seventies included hangings for new buildings in Western
Australia, the Northern Territory and Hong Kong, which she
sandwiched between working for exhibitions around Australia .
Rinske continued making these tapestries until about 1984 when
she turned her attention to designing rugs for the Samson rug
business in Fremantle. The alteration in focus became necessary
because of the changing taste in architecture and interior
design-the more sophisticated Post-Modern era no longer
needed large woolly hangings to soften the barren interiors of
large concrete buildings. The designs for the Samson collection of
1984 are simple and strikingly geometric .
Quite by accident Car became involved with computers as a design tool and
redirected her energies to designing two-dimensional production rugs-in
particular, subtle glowing carpets for wall and floor which are now manufactured
in three countries to her specifications. She had no particular interest in computers.
Her involvement came about purely by chance, being introduced to computer
aided design during a visit to Holland in 1986-7. Eric Car had a professional
development grant to investigate new technology for use in his silverwork and in
Maastricht they stumbled on an exhibition put on by a group of English and Dutch
designers interested in art and the computer. By this time computer software was
advanced enough for an amateur to use it without needing to learn computer
programming.
Eric was excited by the prospects and they both enrolled in a three-month course at
Utrecht Art Academy to learn to use the Apple Mac computer for
drawing. A further three months was needed to become
comfortable with the tool.
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Since then Rinske has found the computer allows her to push far
beyond old boundaries. The particular programme she uses is
Studio 32 . With a colour screen, an Apple Macintosh II and the
graphic software, she says: 'The initial drawing may still take time,
but the colouring is a matter of minutes ... Computer colour
programmes allow me to mix the colour on the screen and judge
the total effect . I can make a subtle change to one shade and see
how it impacts on the other colours . I can isolate one part of the
design and change or intensify the colours and compare
alternatives. When I'm feeling creative, I can experiment with
variations in seconds.' And she does.
It is fascinating to watch her draw on the screen or scan a
photograph then manipulate the designs . Surprisingly subtle linear
effects are obtainable . It is also possible to take a small section
and blow it up until the design becomes a graph of coloured
squares. Although her graphics industry programme offers sixteen
million colours, she restricts herself to about one hundred and fifty
of the Pantone colours-those which most closely approximate to
the dyer's fifteen hundred shade Chromatome palette. The
adjustment of translating from a graphics colour range to a textiles
range has to be made in her head, as does the adjustment from
screen colour to printout, as these are not yet a perfect match.
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Her first range, the work she designed while in Holland, was then translated into
textile by hand-tufters in Thailand. The Cars scheduled their trip via Bangkok to
become acquainted with the factories which would enable Rinske to launch a
range under her own label on their return.
At first it was a novelty to have her designs arrive by post, but later, dissatisfied with
the quality control and unexpected delays, Rinske searched for a local alternative
and found Warmco Designer Rugs in Perth. This company had developed a three
and a half metre loom to work directly from a computer generated programme and
was searching for work . The timing was very useful to both.
Her first exhibition of carpets-Rinske Car's First Editions Collection-was
held at
the Wool Corporation Headquarters and the Bay Gallery in Claremont in 1989.
Twenty carpets and rugs were on display. These rugs were not just for floors. Some
were made for walls as well. The colour range was luscious. The singing clear
colours and relatively simple designs made the exhibition very crisp and visually
satisfying. Rinske could confidently work to a very specific palette, for by this time
she had made contact with Albany Woollen Mills who dyed the wool for her using
a reliable Chromatome colour system.
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Albany Woollen Mills were most enthusiastic about the project and both parties
have had a happy collaboration. The mill personnel enjoyed the challenge and
developed a special high-twist semi-worsted yarn for the machine which can give
exceptional depth and colour to the pile. This they dye in batches to her
specifications. All she has to do is fax the colour code and the quantity and two
weeks later it arrives at her studio. Colour samples for clients can even be done in
four days.
The Warmco machine, however, had its limitations. It worked from colour
separations with six drawings needed for boards which were scanned for the six
needles working at any one time. These separations still had to be laboriously
done by hand. Car also missed the physical involvement with the fibre so she had
John Liebregts, who had built the Warmco looms, build her one too. This she set up
as the Wool Design Studio near her home.
With considrable experimentation and help from a postgraduate student at
Murdoch University, Mario Pinelli, she adapted the software to make the machine
fully CAD/CAM, eliminating the laborious hand drawing of the separations .
While the machine is making a rug-which usually takes a day-she is free to
continue designing or finishing. She can also work as an interior design consultant
which allows her to design for specific sites, co-ordinate the surroundings and
supervise the installation of her floor or wall rugs in completely sympathetic
settings. At the studio she can use the computer to alter the patterns and colours on
the screen as a client watches, enabling them to sample other colour ways or
design variations before making the final choice . A colour printout commits that
design to paper . Then, depending on where it is being manufactured, other stages
are predicated. For Vietnam, detailed colour grids are made and despatched. For
Bangkok, a design to scale is printed out. For her own machine, computer
directions and the ordering of the dyed wool are all that is required to commence .
Two years after taking delivery of the loom and with various technical hitches
ironed out, she now has several strings to her bow as designer and manufacturer .
High quality individual carpets and limited editions fully designed and made in
Australia are woven on her own computerized loom using high-twist semi-worsted
wools which allow delicate shadings, sheen and interesting contrasts . Hand-tufted
hotel carpets and others designed for specific sites are made to order by hand in
Bangkok. A new venture is complex patterned hand-knotted carpets , 120,000
knots per square meter, in larger editions, made in Vietnam to Rinske' s computer
generated designs-a technology she has perfected in WA
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Her designs are usually simple and appealing. Naturally she takes into account the
differences and limitations of each of the three areas for which she is designing.
Her loom, for instance, has only six needles (although she does use up to fifteen
colours in a piece) and is most suitable for strong, simple designs which will wear
to become heirlooms of tomorrow.
Computer technology is never static and she continues to develop and explore the
capabilities of both the computer and the loom as tools to bring a uniquely
Australian quality product to the market-place. The non-worsted wools used in the
Bangkok hand -tufting result in a paler appearance than the more intense colours
available with the local twist, but these shades are useful for the larger public
spaces which undergo regular refurbishment. Recently she has been in contact with
Vietnamese carpet weavers to produce for a mass market. Their hand-knotting
skills, combined with her computer's graphic capabilities, mean much more
intricate designs are possible in this range.
An exciting new development will proceed in 1993 . She has been commissioned
to design rugs for a joint venture between the Singaporean businesswomen' s
organisation Network Link, and the Vietnam Women's Union who together
represent eleven million women. The VWU is an organisation which concentrates
on skills training and income-generating programmes for women. They will
supervise the manufacture while the Singaporeans will finance the project and use
their skills to market the products world-wide.
Rinske had to burn the midnight oil when she was asked at short notice to produce
fourteen designs derived from traditional aboriginal imagery using a muted
palette . These were handknotted in Hanoi and used as samples for a pilot
marketing project in America . She considers the project very exciting and with
enormous potential.
Textiles fascinate her . She has a lovely collection of antique textiles which adorn
her home and part of her week is spent in lovingly caring for the collections of the
WA Museum. She sparkles when talking about the difference of colour in a living
wool as opposed to the same shade on paper . She points out how colours look
different from different angles and how the colour of tufted carpets appears more
intense when hung on a wall. It is all in the way colour is reflected . This very
considerable knowledge of fibres, their conservation and history is brought to bear
when designing today's carpets for tomorrow.
Her brochure reads: 'Bold use of colour-softly muted or vibrantly contrastedcombined with flowing lines and abstract motifs entice the viewer to sprawl and touch.'
In the past few years more people have been tempted to buy from an exhik>ition or
commission that special piece to do just that . Like many of today's young
Australian designers, Rinske designs not just for today but also with tomorrow in
mind . The work is meant to last and other generations will value her carpets as we
do Sonia Delaunay' s or old Persian rugs.
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